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PHYSICS IN 1900�A.K. WróblewskiPhysis Department, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Polande-mail: akw�fuw.edu.pl(Reeived January 24, 2000)The state of physis in 1900 is reviewed by making use of the doumentsof that year, in partiular the material of the Ist International Congress ofPhysis. Contrary to simpli�ed aounts whih portrait 1900 as the year ofrevolutionary transition from lassial to quantum physis it is shown thatalmost all physiists at that time were satis�ed with lassial physis andwere atively enrihing and expanding it.PACS numbers: 01.65.+g 1. IntrodutionThere are several reasons why it is interesting to disuss the state ofphysis in 1900. Firstly, the approahing end of the twentieth entury andof the seond millennium is a good oasion for re�etions and reapitulation,and in order to assess the progress of physis during the twentieth enturywe need to know its state at its beginning, hundred years ago. Seondly, itis usually believed that it was in 1900 that the transition from lassial toquantum physis began. Finally, we have at our disposal a unique doument,the Proeedings of the First International Congress of Physiists whih tookplae in Paris, August 6�12, 1900 [1℄.Aounts of the past events in siene, and in physis in partiular, areoften biased. Some authors tend to evaluate physiists of the past and theirwork by using only the present day perspetive and knowledge. It resultsalways in a falsi�ed piture of the past beause all the mistakes, wrongturns, twists, and blind alleys whih form an essential part of history, getwashed away as unimportant and what remains is an orderly, straight andlogial development ulminating in the present. But physis never developsthat way!� Invited talk presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e,Poland, September 1�11, 1999. (179)



180 A.K. WróblewskiIn order to reonstrut the true history of physis in a given epoh wemust try to look at the world through the eyes of physiists living at thattime. We must try to understand the problems they saw, the methodsthey used to solve them, and the answers they gave at that time. Thereonstrution must be based on douments. Only then we may be able tomake sense of apparently illogial ativities of our predeessors.2. Some numbersThe ommunity of physiists in 1900 was rather small. There are twoindependent estimates of the number of �aademi� physiists, i.e. thoseemployed at universities and other shools of university level. Heilbron ando-workers [2℄ made use of an extensive list of original douments, pertainingmostly to the USA and major ountries in Western Europe. Kudryavev [3℄gave more details on the situation in Russia and Eastern Europe. Thus, thetwo estimates have been, to some extent, omplementary (see the table).As the best estimate of the number of aademi physiists in 1900 one maytake for eah ountry the larger of the two estimates. It gives a total of 1083physiists (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Physis ommunity in 1900An independent hek is provided by the list of authors of physis pa-pers listed in Siene Abstrats for 1900 [4℄. There are altogether 1658names listed there. However, until 1903 Siene Abstrats overed eletrialengineering as well as physis. About thirty perent of the listed papersould be lassi�ed as engineering and if the same proportion is also taken



Physis in 1900 181Number of physiists in 1900Heilbron's Kudryavev's Number �Top� �Top�Country estimate estimate taken physiists physiists(estimate 1) (estimate 2)Argentina 4 4Austro�Hungary 79 53��� 79 6 11Belgium 17 17 1British Empire� 171 � 100 171 35 30Bulgaria 2 2 1Frane 145 � 90 145 34 29Germany 195 � 120 195 52 50Netherlands 31 � 15 31 7 8Italy 73 � 50 73 7 4Japan 11 8 11 2Portugal 8 8Romania 5 5Russia 40 50 50 9 25Serbia 3 3Spain 13 13Sweden/Norway�� 34���� 34 5 8Switzerland 47 47 2 3United States 195 � 110 195 27 221083 (184) (194)� with India and Canada�� Union until 1905��� 33 Austrians, 8 Hungarians, 6 Poles, 4 Czehs���� With Denmark and Finland�Top� physiistsEstimate 1: Ditionary of Sienti� Biography (ed. C.C. Gillespie, 1970)Estimate 2: Fiziki � biogra�zeskij sprawoznik (Yu.A. Khramov, 1983)for the authors, the number of physiists�authors omes out to be slightlybelow 1200.Yet another hek is provided by the address book [5℄ for 1905. The totalnumber of physiists' names listed there is 1290. On the one hand, quitemany of those were high shool teahers, and on the other hand the list isobviously inomplete beause not all physiists provided their personal datafor publiation. However, one �nds there also some names of aademi physi-ists from several ountries (Brazil, Chile, Greee, Peru, Turkey, Uruguay),whih were not inluded in the two estimates mentioned above. Taking thoseadditional names into aount one may say that there were 1100 physiistsative in 1900.It is interesting to ompare this estimate with the number of astronomers,published by O. Struve and V. Zebergs [6℄. From the Astronomishes Jahres-



182 A.K. Wróblewskiberiht, a bibliography of astronomial publiations, they ounted that therewere about 1800 ative astronomers in 1900. Unexpetedly, this number issigni�antly higher than that of ative physiists. One explanation may bethat astronomial publiations in 1900 inluded a large proportion of shortobservational notes by the amateurs.Small as the ommunity of physiists had been in 1900, it inluded aonsiderable proportion of important researhers. Sir Brian Pippard [7℄ useda modern biographial ditionary [8℄ to estimate the number of physiistswho were ative in 1900 and remembered for their ontribution to physis tohave their biographies seleted for the list of fame. An independent estimateby the present author, based on another biographial ditionary [9℄, yieldedvery similar result for the number of �top� physiists of 1900 (see the table).It appears that as muh as about twenty perent of all physiists ative in1900 left lasting ontributions to our siene.It is lear that there is muh smaller proportion of �top� physiists in2000 ompared to that in 1900.At the turn of the twentieth entury Germany, Great Britain and Franewere the world leaders in physis. German physis ommunity, the largestin the world, inluded suh well known men as Max Abraham, Paul Drude,Friedrih Kohlraush, Philip Lenard, Otto Lummer, Walter Nernst, MaxPlank, Ernst Pringsheim, Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, Heinrih Rubens, EmilWarburg, and Wilhelm Wien. Britain had famous William Thomson (LordKelvin), and also William Crookes, James Dewar, Joseph Larmor, OliverLodge, John Poynting, George Stokes, William Strutt (Lord Rayleigh), and

Fig. 2. Papers on physial sienes published between 1898 and 1925



Physis in 1900 183

Fig. 3. Subjet index of Siene Abstrats of 1900John Joseph Thomson. Physis in Frane was dominated by Henri Poinaréand had also Emil Amagat, Henri Bequerel, Marel Brillouin, Alfred Cornu,Pierre Curie, Gabriel Lippmann, Eleuthere Masart, Jean Perrin, and Polishborn Marie Skªodowska-Curie. The United States had a large number of uni-versities and physiists, but less well known names, apart from Josiah Gibbs,Samuel Langley, Albert Mihelson, Henry Rowland, and Robert Wood. Ofthe smaller ountries one should mention the Netherlands, whih had Heike



184 A.K. WróblewskiKamerlingh�Onnes, Hendrik Lorentz, Johannes Van der Waals, and PieterZeeman. One should also mention Ludwig Boltzmann and Roland E®tv®sof Austro�Hungary, Pyotr Lebedev of Russia, and Svante Arrhenius andJohannes Rydberg of Sweden.Fig. 2 shows the number of physis papers listed in Siene Abstratsbetween 1898 and 1925. As mentioned above, until 1903 Siene Abstratsinluded eletrial engineering. A loser look at the Subjet Index of SieneAbstrats (Fig. 3) reveals main topis of interest for researhers in 1900. Thepapers in physis proper had been lassi�ed into six main ategories (per-entages given in brakets): General physis (17.1%), Light (17.0%), Heat(10.7%), Sound (1.6%), Eletriity and Magnetism (31.0%), and ChemialPhysis (22.6%). One may see that the vast majority of published paperspertained to �routine� measurements in lassial physis. Only about 2%of all papers published in 1900 onerned �new physis�: the X rays andradioativity.3. Ist International Congress of Physis, Paris, 6�12 August, 1900International meetings of sientists have a tradition of 140 years. The�rst to meet were the hemists. The First International Congress of Chemiststook plae in 1860 in Karlsruhe with about 140 partiipants from 12 ountries[10℄. The Ist International Congress of Mathematiians organized in Zurihin 1894 was an even smaller event sine there were less than 100 partiipants.

Fig. 4. Nationality of partiipants of the First International Congress of Physisin Paris.
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Fig. 5. Nationality of the authors of presentations at the First InternationalCongress of Physis.The physiists were late to onvene at a world sale, but their �rst in-ternational meeting was a muh bigger event, for it assembled more than800 partiipants from 18 ountries. The rules of the organization were wellexplained by E. Guillaume, the seretary of the Organizing Committee [11℄:�The ommittee deliberately rejeted the method of simply presenting per-sonal memoirs, or notes on limited subjets, and onentrated all its e�ortsupon the preparation of a well-arranged summary of the atual state of phys-ial siene, in the branhes in whih, within the last few years, the greatestprogress has been made, and the atual stage of progress of whih at the endof the nineteenth entury it was onsidered most important to investigate.One the list of subjets was ompleted, the work was divided among thephysiists who seemed best quali�ed to give a omplete representation oftheir speial subjets. This plan gave rise to a series of reports, many ofwhih are works of a very high value, and whih, in their entirety, onstitutethe most omplete representation of any siene at a given epoh yet made.�To failitate the work the Congress had been divided into seven setions:1. General problems and metrology2. Mehanis and moleular physis3. Optis and thermodynamis4. Eletriity and magnetism5. Magnetooptis, athode rays, uranium rays et.6. Cosmi physis7. Biologial physis



186 A.K. WróblewskiAn introdutory leture to the Congress entitled: �Mathematial physisand experimental physis�, was given by the famous Frenh mathematiianand physiist Henri Poinaré, who disussed relations between experimentalphysis and theoretial physis. Sientists must order � he said. �Sieneis build up with fats as a house is with stones, but a olletion of fats isno more a siene than a heap of stones is a house.� He then ompared ex-perimental physis to a library. Theoretial physis arranges it and preparesthe atalogue. It does not enrih it, but if it is well prepared it enables oneto draw a greater pro�t from the former.As remarked later [11℄: �[Poinaré's℄ speeh will no doubt be read andstudied for a long time to ome, and will remain one of the most perfetexpressions of the state of mind of the masters of modern siene.�Setion 1 inluded the following presentations: Auray of measure-ments in metrology (Benoit), National laboratories (Pellat), Review of pro-posed systems of units (Guillaume), Interferometri measurements in metrol-ogy (Maé de Lépinay), Veloity of sound (Violle), Thermometri sales(Chappuis), Advanes in pyrometry (Barus), Mehanial equivalent of heat(Ames), Spei� heat of water (Gri�ths), Standard of eletromotive fore(Gouy), Eletrohemial equivalent of silver, opper and water (Ledu),Studies of level surfae on earth and hanges of gravity in a magneti �eld(E®tv®s), Distribution of gravity on earth's surfae (Bourgeois), Gravitationonstant (Boys).After the presentations of the most reent measurements in various hap-ters of physis, detailed attention was devoted to the omplete metrologialde�nition of standards and their legal de�nitions. Some resolutions had beenpassed, suh as that reommending the adoption of the mehanial units (ergand joule) for the expression of alorimetri quantities. The Congress alsosupported the all for reating national physial laboratories in all ountriesto provide metrology servies.One may be surprised to �nd that topis suh as measurements of theveloity of sound, the mehanial equivalent of heat, the spei� heats, andeletrohemial equivalents were still �hot� researh topis in 1900.The presentations in Setion 2 inluded: Symmetry and elastiity ofrystals (Voigt), Deformations of solids (Mensager), Solids under pressure(Spring), Constitution of alloys (Roberts�Austen), Formation of rystals atonstant temperature (Van't Ho�), Calorimetry of liquids (Battelli), Statisof liquids (Amagat), Statis of mixed �uids (Van der Waals), Rigidity ofliquids (Shwedo�), Determination of ritial onstants (Mathias), Critialrefrative index (Galitzine), Osmosis (Perrin), Di�usion of gases (Brillouin),Capillarity (Van de Mensbrugghe), Melting and ristallization (Weinberg),Migratory deformations in solids (Guillaume), Hydrodynamial ations at adistane (Bjerknes), Spei� heat of gases (Battelli).



Physis in 1900 187Again, it is surprising to �nd that most �hot� researh subjets of 1900are now regarded as �losed� and usually disussed only in the general physisourses.Setion 3 inluded presentations on: Ether waves (W. Thomson), Dis-tribution of spetral lines (Rydberg), Dispersion (Carvallo), Radiation ofblak bodies (Lummer), Radiation of gases (Pringsheim), Theoretial lawsof radiation (Wien), Optial properties of metals (Drude), Veloity of light(Cornu), Radiation pressure (Lebedev), Kineti theory of gases and Carnotpriniple (Lippmann), Advanes in the theory of heat engines (Witz).Following the disovery, by Balmer in 1884, of the numerial relationbetween wavelengths of hydrogen spetral lines, a number of other regulari-ties were found in the spetra. The partiipants of the Congress listened toan exellent summary of these results given by Rydberg. The experimentalresults on blak body radiation were presented by Lummer and Pringsheim,whereas the theoretial understanding was summarized by Wien. It is worthnoting that Max Plank partiipated in the Congress but his revolutionarypaper with �Plank's formula� appeared only on Otober 19, several weeksafter the Congress. The partiipants ould also listen to Lebedev, who pre-sented his disovery, earlier that year, of radiation pressure, predited byMaxwell.Setion 4 inluded presentations on: Propagation of eletrial energyin eletromagneti �eld (Poynting), The ratio of eletromagneti and ele-trostati units (Abraham), Veloity of eletri waves (Blondlot and Gut-ton), Hertz waves (Righi), Radioindutors (Coherers) (Branly), Gaseous di-eletris (Bouty), Eletrolysis and ionisation (Arrhenius), Hysteresis (War-burg), Contat eletriity (Christiansen), Magneti properties of matter (DuBois), Magnetostrition (Nagaoka), Modi�ations aused by magnetization(Hurmuzesu), Transformations of arburized iron (Van't Ho�), Registra-tion of variable urrents (Blondel), Theory of eletri ells (L. Poinaré),Eletri ar (Lang), Polyphase urrents (Potier).Although the appliations of eletriity were almost entirely beyond thesope of the Congress there were nevertheless presentations in that Setiontouhing subjets suh as polyphase urrents or eletri ar. The mainemphasis was, however, put on Hertzian waves and their appliation andon veri�ation of the Maxwell theory involving the identity of luminous andeletrial osillations. The rihness of preise data available at the timeof the Congress on the veloity of light and of eletri waves, and also onthe ratio of eletromagneti to eletrostati units was reviewed in severalpresentations. As the instruments beame more preise and the souresof error disappeared, Maxwell's theory was on�rmed to a high degree ofauray.



188 A.K. WróblewskiSetion 5 inluded topis of ionisation and magnetooptis, whih in thewords of E. Guillaume, were at that time less well de�ned and ould not beeasily plaed in the previous Setions. It was deided therefore to olletthem in a speial Setion. It inluded a presentation by H. Lorentz of mag-netooptis with speial referene to Zeeman phenomenon. The speehes byBequerel (Uranium rays) and by Pierre Curie and Marie Skªodowska-Curieon radiation from radium and polonium were given in a speial large hallto aommodate all interested partiipants. For some listeners it was the�rst oasion to see the e�ets produed by newly disovered elements. Sev-eral hundred persons at a time ould see the light radiated perpetually byradium. Other presentation in Setion 5 were: Theory of dispersion in met-als (Drude), Ionized gases (Villari), Cathode rays (Villard), Atinoeletriphenomena (Bihat and Swyngedauw) � suh was then the name for thephotoeletri phenomena. There was also a report entitled: Information onthe struture of matter from studies of eletri disharges in gases, preparedby J.J. Thomson, who did not ome to Paris.Setion 6 inluded the following presentations: Physial struture of thesun (Birkeland), Solar onstant (Crova), Comparison of light of the sunand the stars (Dufour), Atmospheri eletriity (Exner), Study of northernlights (Paulsen), Ie and glaiers (Hagenbah), Osillations of lakes (Foreland Sarasin). Terrestrial magnetism was omitted deliberately beause of theplans to disuss it thoroughly during the meteorologial Congress after theCongress of Physis.The seventh Setion inluded works related to biology. There were pre-sentations on: Transmission of energy in organisms (Broa), Retina phe-nomena (Charpentier), Aommodation (Tsherning), Moleular phenom-ena aused by eletriity in inorgani and living matter (Bose), Appliationsof spetrosopy in biology (Hénoque).Aording to all observers the First International Congress of Physishad been a brilliant suess. Many new thoughts have been born and manynew friendships made or onsolidated. The partiipants left Paris onvinedof the great suess and power of physis, whih was found apable to explainso many ompliated phenomena of the physial world.4. Kelvin's loudsOn April 27, 1900, at the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Lord Kelvindelivered famous leture entitled �Nineteenth Century Clouds over the Dy-namial Theory of Heat�. The expanded version of this leture was publishedthe following year [12℄. In the introdution we �nd the statement oftenquoted as a quintessene of the �n-de-sièle on�dene in lassial physis:



Physis in 1900 189�The beauty and learness of the dynamial theory, whih asserts heatand light to be modes of motion, is at present obsured by two louds. The�rst ame into existene with the undulatory theory of light, and was dealtwith by Fresnel and Dr Thomas Young; it involved the question, How ouldthe earth move through an elasti solid, suh as essentially is the luminif-erous ether? The seond is the Maxwell�Boltzmann dotrine regarding thepartition of energy.�Kelvin arefully analyzed all arguments onerning loud I. He even on-sidered the renounement of the dotrine that two portions of matter annotjointly oupy the same spae; ponderable bodies may then be assumed notto displae ether as they move, while eah atom alters the density distribu-tion of the ether within the spae it oupies itself. This hypothesis ouldexplain several phenomena but it is inonsistent with Mihelson and Morley'sexperimental onlusion that ether in the earth's atmosphere is motionlessrelatively to the earth. �This loud must be regarded as still very dense� �onluded Kelvin.Conerning loud II Kelvin performed elaborate numerial experimentswith partiles moving on a billiard table and bouning o� its boundaries.He found, for example, that when a partile moved on a triangular billiardtable with angles of 97Æ, 53.5Æ, and 29.5Æ, and underwent 599 re�etions,the ratios of the average omponents of kineti energy in di�erent dire-tions to the atual kineti energy were not uniformly 0.5, aording to theMaxwell�Boltzmann dotrine, but varied between 0.5363 and 0.4637. Fromthis and other similar experiments Kelvin onluded that the dotrine anbe disproved, whih allows �to lose sight of a loud whih has obsured thebrilliane of the moleular theory of heat and light during the last quarterof the nineteenth entury� [12℄.The physiists of that time had a feeling that they had disovered al-most all what was really there. It appeared that the atomi point of viewombined with the eletromagneti �eld onept ould provide the ultimateexplanation. Aording to Hendrik Casimir [13℄, Peter Zeeman, who reeivedNobel prize in physis for 1902, enjoyed telling that he had been warned notto study physis: �Physis is no longer a promising subjet; it is �nished,there is no room for anything really new�.Well known also is the story of young Max Plank who wanted to startworking for his Ph.D. in theoretial physis and was disouraged by Philipvon Jolly more or less in these words: �Young man, do not try to spoilyour life but better make another hoie. Physis is so advaned that itwill be �nished very soon and you will have no future� [14℄. And AlbertMihelson in 1894 stated that: �The grand underlying priniples have been�rmly established : : : future truths of physis are to be looked for in thesixth plae of deimals� [15℄.



190 A.K. WróblewskiOn the other hand Kelvin, in spite of his enthusiasm onerning thedynamial theory of light and heat was well aware of the limitations ofphysis. In the emotional speeh during his jubilee he did not hesitate toonfess that [16℄: �One word haraterizes the most strenuous of the e�ortsfor the advanement of siene that I have made perseveringly during �fty�ve years, and that word is failure. I know no more of eletri and magnetifores or of the relation between ether, eletriity and ponderable matter, orof hemial a�nity than I knew and have tried to teah to my students ofnatural philosophy �fty years ago in my �rst session as professor�.5. New physis in 1900?In 1910 Felix Auerbah published �Tables of the History of Physis� [17℄whih listed most important ahievements, both experimental and theoret-ial, for every year sine Antiquity until 1900. It is interesting to ompareit with similar list published in 1983 by Yu.A. Khramov [18℄. For the year1900 Auerbah listed 69 items, and Khramov 17, of whih only seven oin-ided with Auerbah's! The seven items, reognized as important by bothauthors, were:(i) Plank's formula for blakbody radiation (his theory was not men-tioned by Auerbah!),(ii) veri�ation of this formula by Rubens and Kurlbaum,(iii) disovery of gamma rays by Villard,(iv) disovery of the de�etion of beta rays by eletri �eld (Dorn, Be-querel),(v) disovery that beta rays are negatively harged partiles (Pierre Curieand Marie Skªodowska-Curie),(vi) measurement of the e=m ratio for beta rays whih yielded result verysimilar to that for athode rays (Bequerel),(vii) disovery by Lebedev of light pressure predited by Maxwell's theory.The omparison of Auerbah's and Khramov's lists for other years yieldsimilar results. Most of the items listed by Auerbah have been forgottenor are now regarded as unimportant. However, his list did not inlude suhitems as: Plank's quantum theory, Rayleigh's radiation formula, Lenard'sexperimental results onerning the photoeletri e�et, and Fabri�Perot in-terferometer, whih from our present perspetive are regarded as signi�ant.



Physis in 1900 191The measurement of e=m for athode rays by J.J. Thomson has beeninluded in Auerbah's list but it was not mentioned there that he disov-ered the eletron. Present textbooks usually present an extremely simpli�edhistory of that disovery. As ommented by Pais [19℄: �J.J. Thomson disov-ered the eletron. Numerous are the books and artiles in whih one �ndsit said that he did so in 1897. I annot quite agree: : :�Indeed, the disovery of the eletron was a long and ompliated proess.The opinion of physiists in 1900 was well re�eted in the review artile byErnest Merritt, professor of physis at Cornell University, then also vie-president of the Amerian Assoiation for the Advanement of Siene. Inhis address at the New York meeting of the Assoiation we �nd the follow-ing [20℄:�Among the branhes of physial investigation that have reently shownspeial ativity, few oupy a more prominent position at the present timethan those that are related to the eletrial disharge in rare�ed gases. Thisis true not only beause of the rapid development of the subjet, but alsobeause of the far reahing importane of the results, and the in�uene whihthey seem destined to exert upon widely di�erent branhes of physis.�Next Merritt gave desription of experimental results and theories of thenature of the athode rays, in partiular of the surprising result obtainedby Wiehert, Kaufmann and J.J. Thomson, that the e=m ratio for athoderays is about thousand times larger than for the hydrogen ions. Thomsoninterpreted it as evidene for the existene of very light �orpusules� withmass about one thousand times smaller than that of the hydrogen ion.Then Merritt expressed his doubts: �The most serious reason for doubt-ing the orretness of the values obtained for e=m ratio arises from the almostinredible veloity of the kathode rays. What right have we to suppose thatordinary eletrial and mehanial laws are appliable to a partile movingat one-third the veloity of light? It appears to me that we have before usthe most stupendous piee of extrapolation in the whole history of physis.�That muh from Merritt. J.J. Thomson reolleted that [21℄:�At �rst there were very few who believed in the existene of these bodiessmaller than atoms. I was even told long afterwards by a distinguishedphysiist who had been present at my leture at the Royal Institution thathe thought I had been 'pulling their legs'. I was not surprised at this, as I hadmyself ome to this explanation of my experiments with great relutane,and it was only after I was onvined that the experiment left no esapefrom it that I had published my belief in the existene of bodies smallerthan atoms.�To be sure, physiists in 1900 were disussing �eletrons�, but these werepartiles di�erent from the eletron, as we know it now. The name �eletron�



192 A.K. Wróblewskifor the fundamental unit of eletriity was oined by Johnstone Stoney in1891. In 1896 Pieter Zeeman at Leyden made an important disovery ofsplitting of spetral lines in a magneti �eld. His �nding was followed im-mediately by a theoretial explanation provided by Hendrik Lorentz, whoassumed that light was emitted by harged partiles (�eletrons�) moving inthe atom. Lorentz's �eletrons� were both negatively and positively harged.From the observed splitting of the spetral lines Lorentz and Zeeman wereable to alulate the e=m ratio of the �eletrons�, whih was found to be verylose to that for athode rays, as determined by Kaufmann, Wiehert andJ.J. Thomson. It was believed that �Lorentz's eletrons� are numerous. Asreported by Ernest Rutherford [22℄: �The eletron thus appears to be thesmallest de�nite unit of mass with whih we are aquainted. The view hasbeen put forward that all matter is omposed of eletrons. On suh a viewan atom of hydrogen for example is a very ompliated struture onsistingpossibly of a thousand or more eletrons. The various elements di�er fromone another in the number and arrangement of eletrons, whih omposethe atom.�Thomson did not use the word �eletrons� but preferred to talk about�orpusules�, the term he used already in his �rst paper of 1897 [23℄. Thenumber of �orpusules� in an atom was, as we have seen, expeted to bevery large. Only later Thomson devised a method to determine this numberfrom arguments based on the sattering of X-rays and the dispersion of lightin gases and also on the absorption of athode rays and beta rays in matter.After 1910 it was generally aepted that the number of eletrons in anatom is of the same order as its atomi number, although as late as in 1911,H.A. Wilson maintained that a hydrogen atom ontained eight eletrons [24℄.As to the Thomson's trust in his �orpusular� model of an atom, it isenough to quote his words of 1907 [25℄: �The orpusular theory of matterwith its assumption of eletrial harges and the fores between them isnot nearly so fundamental as the vortex theory of matter, in whih all thatis postulated is an inompressible, fritionless liquid possessing inertia andapable of transmitting pressure. On this theory the di�erene betweenmatter and non-matter and between one kind of matter and another is adi�erene between the kinds of motion in the inompressible liquid at variousplaes, matter being those portions of the liquid in whih there is vortexmotion�.Thus we may understand why even as late as in 1910 Auerbah's tablesdid not ontain referene to �Thomson's disovery of the eletron in 1897�.Only after Rutherford's nulear atom of 1911 and Bohr's planetary atommodel of 1913 did Thomson's work on athode rays reeive due redit andhe was gradually aepted as the man who disovered the eletron.



Physis in 1900 193Let us now turn to the quantum theory, whih the �folklore� history ofphysis plaes as one of the milestones in 1900. The Otober 19, 1900, paperof Plank, in whih he presented the formula for the spetral distribution ofblakbody radiation bore a modest title: �An improvement of Wien's spe-tral formula� [26℄. Other phenomenologial formulae for blakbody radiationwere proposed in the same year by Lummer and Pringsheim, by Lummerand Jahnke, and by Thiessen. It is true that Plank's formula agreed bestwith the preise measurements performed by Rubens and Kurlbaum. OnDeember 14, 1900, he presented another paper [27℄, whih ontained thederivation of the suessful formula, based on the onept of quanta. Thisonept was so alien to lassial physis that almost no one took it seriously.Albert Einstein was a notable exeption when he developed in 1905 the ideaof a orpusule of light, later baptized �photon�.For many years Plank himself did not believe that the onept of quantahad any physial meaning. In his leture during the First Solvay Confereneon Physis in 1911 he delared �rmly [28℄:�If one onsiders the omplete experimental on�rmation whih Maxwell'seletrodynami theory obtained by means of the most deliate interferenephenomena, and if one onsiders the extraordinary di�ulties whih itsabandonment would entail for the entire theory of eletri and magnetiphenomena, then one senses a ertain repugnane in ruining its very funda-mentals. For this reason, we shall leave aside the hypothesis of light quanta,espeially sine it is still quite early in the development of this notion.�As reported by Mehra [29℄, �Plank even felt tempted to see the sep-aration or di�erentiation between physial and hemial phenomena. Theatoms and moleules, and also perhaps the free eletrons, move aording tothe laws of lassial dynamis; however, the atoms or the eletrons subjet toa moleular interation obey the laws of the theory of quanta. Physial foresuh as gravitation, eletrial and magneti attrations and repulsions, andohesion, at in a ontinuous manner; hemial fores, on the other hand, atthrough quanta. The physial laws are of the same kind as allow the massesin physis to interat with eah other to any extent, while in hemistry theyan at only in de�nite proportions and vary in a disontinuous manner�.During the disussion after Plank's talk Sommerfeld expressed his beliefthat the hypothesis of emission quanta, as well as the initial hypothesis ofthe quanta of energy, should be onsidered more as a form of explanationrather than as physial reality.Still later, in 1914, Plank, Nernst, Rubens and Warburg reommendedto the Prussian Aademy of Sienes to elet Einstein to full membership.Plank, who drafted the reommendation, apparently doubted Einstein'sonept of the orpusule of light, for he wrote [30℄: �That he sometimes



194 A.K. Wróblewskihave missed the target in his speulations, as for example, in his hypoth-esis of light quanta, annot really be held too muh against him, for it isnot possible to introdue really new ideas, even in the most exat sienes,without sometimes taking a risk.�Conerning the situation of quantum theory in Britain Arthur Eddingtonwrote in 1936 [31℄: �Let us go bak to 1912. At that time quantum theorywas a German invention whih had sarely penetrated to England at all.There were rumours that Jeans had gone to a onferene on the ontinentand been onverted; Lindemann, I believe, was expert on it; I annot thinkof anyone else.�It is also worth to know that Robert Millikan did not believe that Ein-stein's photoeletri e�et formula had any physial meaning. In the samepaper of 1916 in whih he presented an experimental proof that this formulaagrees with data, he used rather strong words as to its physial basis [32℄:�It was in 1905 that Einstein made the �rst oupling of photo e�etswith any form of quantum theory by bringing forward the bold, not to say,the rekless, hypothesis of an eletromagneti light orpusle of energy h�,whih energy was transferred upon absorption to an eletron. This hypoth-esis may well be alled rekless �rst beause an eletromagneti disturbanewhih remains loalized in spae seems a violation of the very oneption ofan eletromagneti disturbane, and seond beause it �ies in the fae of thethoroughly established fats of interferene. [: : :℄ Despite the apparent om-plete suess of the Einstein equation, the physial theory of whih it wasdesigned to be the symboli expression is found so untenable that Einsteinhimself, I believe, no longer holds to it.�Thus again it is not surprising that in 1910 Plank's quanta were notonsidered as important enough to be listed in Auerbah's tables.Of the important disoveries that, as we know now, shook the fundamentof the seemingly perfet edi�e of lassial physis, only radioativity wasregarded as exiting and important in 1900 [33℄. The original texts ited inthe present paper leave little doubt that the physiists ative in 1900 weremostly very satis�ed with lassial physis and saw little need for �new�physis. REFERENCES[1℄ Rapports présentés au Congres International de Physique réuni a Paris en1900, rassamblés et publiés par Ch.�Éd. Guillaume et L. Poinaré, Gauthier�Villars, Paris 1900.[2℄ P. Forman, J.L. Heilbron, S. Weart, Physis ira 1900, Historial Studies inthe Physial Sienes, 5, 1 (1975).
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